Grout Finish

Application Instructions
Note: Read instructions completely before starting project. This is a FINISH, not a grout,
and is not suitable for filling gaps left by missing grout. Repair gaps with new grout, then
apply Grout Finish over entire project for a beautiful, uniform color
1.Remove any excess dirt and grease from the grout surface. Scrub bath and shower areas with
a stiff brush to remove any soap scum from grout joints. Let dry.
2. Shake the bottle of Grout Finish, unscrew wheel or brush-applicator top and remove the red
inner seal from the neck of the bottle. (see illustration) Set aside to reinsert into bottle when
finished. Replace desired applicator tip.
3. Hold the bottle in a near vertical position, squeeze gently, and continuously roll the Grout
Finish along the grout line until material appears. Note: If you are having difficulty getting the
material out of the bottle, be sure you have removed the inner seal. If you have and are
still experiencing difficulty, unscrew the wheel cap and remove the small red valve inside
the cap. Replace the cap and material should flow very freely.
Continue coating grout joints in one direction only – either up and down or side to side. Do all
joints in one direction, then do the cross joints. This will make clean up much easier. Squeeze
the bottle only as needed to assure a THIN coat on the grout joints. Coat a small area at a time.
For hard to reach areas such as around fixtures and in corners, use the brush tip. This is also
good for wide joints. The brush tip may also be used to remove excess material applied by the
roller. Remember to apply a smooth THIN coat.
4. While the material is wet, use a damp paper towel or the included sponge (dampened with
water) to remove excess from either side of the grout joint. Any thin film left on the tile can be
removed with water and the rough side of the sponge within about 30 minutes of application.
5. Continue steps 3 and 4, coating and cleaning the grout joints, until the entire area is
completed. No need to do it all at once. You can do a section and then return to finish at a later
time. Grout finish will match perfectly. Each section should dry at least 30 min. before opening
to light foot traffic. Shower areas should not be used for 24 hours after application.
6. Your newly finished grout joints are also sealed and will reach their maximum stain resistance
in about 24 hours. They will be easy to clean with mild soap and water.
7. Remove applicator top(s) and wash in warm soapy water to thoroughly clean. Wipe excess off
top of bottle and reinsert the red seal. Screw applicator tip back on the bottle. This will ensure it
is ready to use again.
Note: In some cases a second coat may be necessary to cover badly damaged or
discolored grout.
For assistance or questions call 866 878 8291 - We will be glad to help.
Manufactured in Canada by: R & D Technical Solutions Ltd.
7000 Davand Drive
Mississauga, ON
L5T 1J5

